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Nova It adds simplicity and dynamism to your living spaces with the use of natural 
materials. dresser

with the elegant look in the foot details
your living spaces have an aesthetic and geometric style.bedroom

Nova

Eye-catching details and simple forms offer you different styles to perfect 
the style that appeals to all tastes.

product designs make the center of your home
will create .

bedroom
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Novabedroom
4 door gardrobe w:178 h:219 d:56
2 door gardrobe w:95 h:219 d:56
bed w:175 h:130 d:212
dresser w:147 h:82 d:49
dresser mirror block w:75 h:158 d:36
nightstand w:74 h:45/122 d:52
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Nova Modern, extraordinary and elegant... The Nova set is your home’s
provides the most special comfort. It also adds to its elegance.

It offers a stance that will draw you in with its strong 
stance and remarkable texture.diningroom

diningroom

You can have the dining room of your dreams with the Nova dining room 
set, which combines the nature-inspired design line of the Nova collection 

with high-level comfort.

Nova
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Novadiningroom
console w:221 h:82 d:49
console mirror w:80 h:80 d:3
table w:185 h:78 d:95
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Nova Nova Sofa Set is the decoration of your living room with its stylish design 
that combines sports and modern lines.

complete in the most elegant way. Offering an elegant and simple look 
with its minimal dimensions and style, the Nova sofa set is also suitable for 

narrow spaces.sofa set

sofa set

Rewriting the definition of accessible luxury, the series creates an admirable 
ambiance with its aesthetic stance as well as with details 

inspired by geometric forms.

Nova
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Novasofa set
3 seater sofa 234 x 97
bergere 80 x 68
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Novatv unit
tv down blok  w:221 h:58 d:49
tv door blok w:86 h:55 d:31
shelf  w:120 h:4 d:25
center table w:120 h:37 d:70
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Aura Aura; Its unique interpretation in living spaces with its elegant and stylish 
details…. Aura Bedroom; With its magnificent silver details and elegant color 

harmony, it carries its ostentatious air to the spaces where it is located. 
Space harmony and elegance. Flowing together naturally, you will 

experience the best feelings. Gives way to your perfect room.bedroom

Aura

Timeless, plain and natural… Aura is a special product that reflects a refined 
taste.With its design, it blows the winds of elegance in living spaces.

bedroom
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Aurabedroom
2 door gardrobe w:84 h:225 d:63
6 door gardrobe w:118 h:225 d:63
bed w:173 h:140 d:219
dresser w:144 h:83/181 d:46
nightstand w:46 h:63/140 d:46
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Aura Timeless, plain and natural… Aura is a special product that 
reflects a refined taste.

With its design, it blows the winds of elegance in living spaces.diningroom

Auradiningroom

Thanks to its decorative style, it creates an aesthetic appearance.
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Auradiningroom
console w:208 h:84 d:43
console mirror w:74 h:92 d:4
table w:195 h:81 d:100
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Lena Lena Sofa Set completes the decoration of your living room in the most 
elegant way with its stylish design that combines sports and modern lines. 
Offering an elegant and simple look with its minimal dimensions and style, 

Lena sofa set is also suitable for narrow spaces.sofa set

Lenasofa set

Timeless, modern and natural… With its heartwarming design that combines 
simple colors, it gives the living room a bright look.
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Lenasofa set
3 seater sofa 240 x 100
bergere 80 x 80
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Auratv unit
tv down blok/alt blok w:84 h:225 d:63
showcase/ vitrin w:84 h:225 d:63
center table/ orta sehpa d:14 g:34 y:39
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Monza Furniture forms are also an ideal key in order to create a peaceful 
appearance.It will give a beautiful wiew to your bedroom with its different 

appearance.A design created for pleasant life with its modern 
appearance,as well as unique style dazzle.bedroom

Monza

Designs
offering you high-quality and funcionality will facilitate your life.

bedroom
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Monzabedroom
6 door wardobe (5’li blok) w:220 h:220 d:58 
6 door wardobe (ek blok) w:41 h:213 d:55
bed w:243 h:125 d:213
dresser w:150 h:82 d:46
dresser mirror w:60 h:91 d:6
nightstand w:70 h:45 d:42
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Monza The places , where you feel good, are also the places where you will
spend the most time.Appropriating your living spaces and enriching

them with your personal pleasure and experiance increase the
sense of belonging in our living spaces.You will find yourselves

in this design and you will reach a state of comfort and harmony.
diningroom

Monzadiningroom

The details not straining the eyes
and simple forms,different product designs that you may perfect
the style appealing to all tastes will form the center of your home
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Monzadiningroom
console w:208 h:82 d:46 
console mirror d:41 g:91 y:6
table d:190 g:79 y:100
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Monza The places , where you feel good, are also the places where you will
spend the most time.Appropriating your living spaces and enriching

them with your personal pleasure and experiance increase the
sense of belonging in our living spaces.You will find yourselves

in this design and you will reach a state of comfort and harmony.sofa set

Monzasofa set

You will feel the privilege of the life in Monza series in which
naturalness, comfort and aesthetics have been blended.
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Monzasofa set
3 seater sofa 243 x 100
bergere 86 x 90
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Monzatv unit
tv down blok w:208 h:48 d:46
tv mirror blok w:46 h:97 d:24
tv door blok w:27 h:97 d:24
shelf w:122 h:16 d:16
center table w:12 h:44 d:60
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Grande Design and style are important for ones
who know what to want.But comfort is important

as well...So we designed a special product for you
considering all your needs.bedroom

Grande

Spend your time in the most comfortable way and bring 
innovation to your life. 

bedroom
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Grandebedroom
wardobe (left shelf block) w:40 h:217 d:60 
2 door wardobe w:97 h:219 d:71 
3 door wardobe w:116 h:217 d:65
bed w:227 h:127 d:212
dresser w:150 h:82 d:4476
nightstand w:66 h:49 d:47
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Grande The decoration always follows the route of
fashion. It surrounds our clothes colors , textures

and patterns firstly and then ,our living spaces.
This being he case, we should open the doors

of our living spaces to colors and new forms...
diningroom

Grandediningroom

A unıque desıgn ın
Whıch the most beautıful materıal combıned wıth an excellent

craftsmanshıp.
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Grandediningroom
console w:210 h:84 d:47
table w:195 h:80 d:100
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Grande For those who go on a journey to reach
excellence.There is no diffuculty. For them

,every taken step means discovering new beauties.
Seeing the world from another

window and experience emotions which was not felt before.sofa set

Grandesofa set

The most ideal designs bringing aesthetic and durability and becoming
integrated with your unique personality with the effect of ironic forms

with regular lines.
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Grandesofa set
3 seater sofa 237 x 105
bergere 78 x 67
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Grandetv unit
tv down block w:210 h:62 d:47
tv door block w:86 h:180 d:32
shelf w:147 h:6 d:24
center table w:125 h:42 d:65
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Lena Every city shelters a light in itself and all cities live
with its inhabitants. Also your home,living a different

motion,vitality,is now a part of this city.In shelters
brightness adding magnificence and vitality to life.bedroom

Lena

When aesthetic and comfort are in question, your
dreams are unlimited. An elegant result is obtained with

the admirable aesthetic and reasoned functionality.

bedroom
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Lenabedroom
wardrobe w:257 h:219 d:69
bed w:250 h:140 d:220
dresser w:130 h:90/183 d:49
nightstand w:65 h:42 d:49
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Lena Today’s people prefer simplicity and simple,
minimal and multifunctional designs... The expectation of

being relaxing, facilitating and balancing instead of
being crowded, complex and

tiring takes the first place in the living places as well as
relationships of people for each other.

diningroom

Lenadiningroom

We give particular importance to
the naturalness.
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Lenadiningroom
console w:208 h:82 d:49
console mirror w:90 h:98 d:4
table w:170/208 h:80 d:90
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Lena For those who go on a journey to reach
excellence.There is no diffuculty.For them ,every

taken step means discovering new beauties.
Seeing the world from another window and

experience emotions which was not felt before.sofa set

Lenasofa set

Impact of the
moment of desıgn

and creatıon.
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Lenasofa set
3 seater sofa 240 x 100
bergere 80 x 80
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Lenatv unit
tv down blok w:208 h:59 d:49
tv upper blok w:56 h:105 d:25
shelf w:125 h:4 d:20
center table w:110 h:42 d:65
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Elen For those who go on a journey to reach
excellence.There is no diffuculty.For them ,every taken step means 

discovering new beauties. Seeing the world from another window and
exerience emotions which was not felt before.bedroom

Elen

A design which has been mingled with simplicity and attraction

bedroom
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Elenbedroom
6 door wardrobe w:261 h:219 d:56
sliding wardrobe w:261 h:219 d:67
bed w:211 h:137 d:210
nightstand w:65 h:47 d:45
dresser w:157 g:83 d:45
dresser mirror w:88 h:183 d:3
chest of drawer w:65 h:103 d:41
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Elen The importance of bedrooms and dining rooms in human life is quite great.
Wide range of furniture are produced according to using styles so that 

people are comfortable and peaceful Elen Designs 
offering you high-quality and funcionality will facilitte your life...diningroom

Elendiningroom

Feeling comfortable at home is everybody’s desire so in order to get that 
sense for you we are giving utmost attention to our furniture’s design,

function and their color.
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Elendiningroom
console w:208 h:83 d:45
console mirror w:57 h:85 d:3
table w:170/208 h:80 d:90
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Innovatıve and attractıve concept.
you can easıly create more qualıfıed

ambıance for your home thanks to
detaıls that facılıtates your lıfe.

Eva

Eva

sofa set

sofa set

Simplicity, simple and minimal multifunctional designs are
fashionable today.
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3 seater sofa
bergere

Evasofa set
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Evatv unit
tv down block w:208 h:54 d:45
tv left upper block w:37 h:103 d:24
tv shelf w:109 h:30 d:24
center table w:111 h:41 d:65
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Arwen If you believe in a sincere and comfortable life style, you also
know that the most important thing is to live an environment

in which you will always feel comfortable. You may find
peace by preferring simple and soft colors in the living spacesbedroom

Arwen

When aesthetic and comfort are in question,your
dreams are unlimited.An elegant result is obtained with

the admirable aesthetic and reasoned functionality.

bedroom
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Arwenbedroom
wardobe w:261 h:219 d:66
bed w:221 h:138 d:213
nightstand w:69 h:53 d:45
dresser w:135 h:99 d:44
dresser mirror w:67 h:90 d:3
chest of drawer w:65 h:103 d:41
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Arwen For those who go on a journey to reach
excellence.There is no diffuculty.For them ,every

taken step means discovering new beauties. Seeing the 
world from another window and

experience emotions which was not felt before.
diningroom

Arwendiningroom

When aesthetic and comfort are
in question,your dreams are

unlimited. An elegant result is obtained with the
admirable aesthetic

and reasoned
functionality.
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Arwendiningroom
console w:210 h:82 d:45
console mirror w:92 h:92 d:3 
table w:170/208 h:80 d:90
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Arwen The design of bedroom is a matter of style.Imagine a
peaceful bedrooms,reflect your style with sophisticated aspects to 

your bedroom.’’Relaxing is very important’’ we relieve your soul in this 
design and we carry the spirit of positive energy 

to your home.
The comfort of this composition will make you satisfied.

sofa set

Arwensofa set

You may use the power of the colors to bring the new energy given by the 
day and your aura that you desire to replenish to your living 

spaces and you may create
tranquil, spectacular,dynamic and funny
atmosphere in different combinations.
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Arwensofa set
3 seater sofa
bergere 
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Arwentv unit
tv down block w:210 h:54 d:45
tv upper left block w:64 h:90 d:24
shelf w:111 h:26 d:20
center table w:110 h:41 d:65
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Duru The places , where you feel good, are also the places where you will
spend the most time.Appropriating your living spaces and enriching

them with your personal pleasure and experiance increase the
sense of belonging in our living spaces.You will find yourselves

in this design and you will reach a state of comfort and harmony.bedroom

Duru

Impact of the
moment of desıgn and

creatıon.

bedroom
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Durubedroom
wardrobe w:261 h:219 d:66
bed w:201 h:129 d:217
nightstand w:71 h:49 d:42
dresser w:146 h:83 d:42
dresser mirror w:53 h:98 d:2
chest of drawer w:65 h:103 d:41
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Duru The most special guests will admire these halls.
You will create a style with different patterns and

special designs in your halls.You will witness wide
opportunities while decorating your home with passionate

touches non-monotonous and harmonious details.
diningroom

Durudiningroom

Passıon for furnıture
desıgn and respect for

qualıty.
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Durudiningroom
console w:209 h:83 d:42
console mirror w:53 h:98 d:2
table w:170/208 h:79 d:90
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Duru The importance of dining rooms in human life is quite great.Wide range
of furniture are produced according to using 

styles so that people are
comfortable and peaceful.Zen Designs offering you high-quality and

funcionality will facilitate your life...
sofa set

Durusofa set

Room for imagination and creativity
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Durusofa set
3 seater sofa
bergere
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Durusofa set
3 seater sofa
bergere
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Durutv unit
tv down block w:209 h:52 d:42
tv block with upper right shelf w:53 h:98 d:22
shelf w:110 h:20 d:4
center table w:110 h:40 d:65
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Hera We decorate what we miss at home in urban
life flowing quickly. Valuation and worthiness

of wood are quite different when our aspirations
come into existence with decoration.bedroom

Hera

We are touchıng your
dreams wıth color

and aesthetıcs.

bedroom
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Herabedroom
6 door wardrobe w:269 h:219 d:66
bed w:243 h:149 d:218
nightstand w:68 h:47 d:48
dresser w:136 h:179 d:50
dresser mirror w:87 h:179 d:3
chest of drawer w:65 h:103 d:41
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Hera The most special guests will admire these halls.
You will create a style with different patterns and

special designs in your halls. You will witness wide
opportunities while decorating your home with passionate

touches non-monotonous and harmonious details.
diningroom

Heradiningroom

We are touching your dreams with color
and aesthetics.
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Heradiningroom
console w:212 h:84 d:48
console mirror w:57 h:106 d:3
table w:170/208 h:80 d:90
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Hera Every person has a style and reflects it to
each field both in life and also,in living space.

This design ,which is shaped with modern
styles and lifts the curtain on creative

ideas, will make your dreams come true.sofa set

Herasofa set

We are touching your
dreams with color and

aesthetics
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Herasofa set
3 seater sofa 
bergere
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Heratv unit
unit w:228 h:171 d:48
center table w:120 h:45 d:70
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Lotus We decorate what we miss at home in urban
life flowing quickly. Valuation and worthiness

of wood are quite different when our
aspirations come into existence with decoration.sofa set

Lotussofa set

We decorate what we miss at home in urban
life flowing quickly. 
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Lotussofa set
3 seater sofa
bergere
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Lotus We decorate what we miss at home in urban
life flowing quickly. Valuation and worthiness

of wood are quite different when our
aspirations come into existence with decoration.sofa set

Lotussofa set

We decorate what we miss at home in urban
life flowing quickly. 
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Lotussofa set
3 seater sofa
bergere
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Mudanyasofa set
We decorate what we miss at home in urban
life flowing quickly. Valuation and worthiness

of wood are quite different when our
aspirations come into existence with decoration.

Mudanyasofa set

We decorate what we miss at home in urban
life flowing quickly. 
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Mudanyasofa set
3 seater sofa
bergere
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Liya We decorate what we miss at home in urban
life flowing quickly. Valuation and worthiness

of wood are quite different when our
aspirations come into existence with decoration.bedroom

Liya

Warm, relaxing and
inviting home

bedroom
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Liyabedroom
wardobe w:261 h:219 d:66
bed w:236 h:136 d:218
nightstand w:70 h:59 d:44
dresser w:117 h:176 d:45
dresser mirror w:58 h:132 d:4
chest of drawer w:65 h:103 d:41
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Liya The places , where you feel good, are also the places where you will
spend the most time.Appropriating your living spaces and enriching

them with your personal pleasure and experiance increase the
sense of belonging in our living spaces.You will find yourselves

in this design and you will reach a state of comfort and harmony.
diningroom

Liyadiningroom

impact of the moment of
design and creation.
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Liyadiningroom
console w:206 h:80 d:44
console mirror w:50 h:80 d:5
table w:170/208 h:80 d:90
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Liya When aesthetic and comfort are in question,your
dreams are unlimited.An elegant result is obtained with

the admirable aesthetic and reasoned functionality.sofa set

Liyasofa set

Detailed labor giving authenticity
to the design.
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Liyasofa set
3 seater sofa
bergere
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Liyatv unit
tv down block w:207 h:73 d:45
tv door block w:31 h:149 d:26
shelf w:168 h:4 d:20
center table w:110 h:40 d:65
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